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Introduction 
A STUDY of the long-run supply curve involves that area of economics known variously as value and distribution, value 
analysis or price theory. Price plays a leading role in the free en-
terprise economy. Value is measured in terms of price. In the 
free enterprise economy, it is the price mechanism which provides 
the answers to the classic questions of what goods are to be pro-
duced, how they are to be produced and for whom they are to be 
produced. The way in which these decisions are reached through 
the price mechanism is a fundamental part of most elementary eco-
nomics textbooks. The organization of production, allocation of 
resources, the functioning of the entire system is guided by relative 
commodity and resource prices. 
Since so much importance is attached to the price mechanism in 
the economic system, it is only natural that a large body of eco-
nomic theory is concerned primarily with explaining how prices 
are determined. This writer is concerned with only one rather 
small phase of this body of theory-some of the influences affecting 
long-run supply. It is gross oversimplification, in explaining value, 
to offer the statement that price is determined by supply and de-
mand. However, supply and demand are convenient divisions 
In analyzing either of these areas the other is regarded objectively 
as a part of the given circumstances which will help the buyer or 
seller, as the case may be, decide what to do. We are interested 
here in the behavior of the seller or supplier of a commodity. Why 
within which an analysis of price determination may be developed. 
is the commodity sold at one particular price rather than some other 
price? Again in gross oversimplification, the selling price of a com-
modity is determined partly by what the supplier can get for his 
l 
product and partly by what it costs the supplier to produce it. The 
problem is complicated when we have many suppliers in an indus-
try, each acting independently upon rational and predictable mo-
tives, to sell the same commodity. It is the complicated interactions 
arising at this point which affect the shape of the supply curve for 
a commodity and, in conjunction with other forces, contribute to 
price determination. The goal of this paper is to examine some of 
these "interactions" or "complications" affecting supply. 
In order to reach the heart of our problem it is necessary to make 
many simplifying assumptions. Price theory involves many ab-
stractions. Through the abstractions of theoretical models it is pos-
sible to see more clearly how economic units operate. Economic 
problems as they are encountered in the real world are too complex 
to be fully described. To avoid an impossible descriptive task we 
eliminate, through assumptions, the less important data and retain 
the relevant data with which theory may be developed more clearly. 
"In order to know anything it is necessary to know everything, but 
in order to talk about anything it is necessary to neglect a great 
deal."* 
Thus understanding a bit about the method we must use, we be-
gin an approach to the factors which determine the shape of the 
long-run supply curve. First, certain assumptions and definitions 
are set forth. Under the assumed conditions we shall see how the 
long-run supply curve is derived for an industry. Then as we alter 
the original assumptions, some of the influences affecting the supply 
curve can be brought to light and examined. This, briefly, is the 
general form of development of this paper. Some digressions are 
included where the writer feels they contribute to the understand-
ing of the problem. 
* Joan Robinson, "Rising Supply Price," Economica. VIII ( 1941), 1-8, reprinted in 
Reading8 in Price TheOTy, George Stigler and Kenneth E. Bounding, editors, p. 241. 
I. 
Assumptions and De-finitions 
THE assumptions and definitions set forth here have been se-lected by the writer as most essential to the problem at hand. 
Others, related to specific situations developed later in the paper, 
are noted in the text. 
Miscellaneous Definitions 1 
A firm: For our purposes a firm is considered as an economic 
unit controlled by an independent individual and producing only 
one commodity. 
An industry: An industry consists of a group of firms all pro-
ducing the same single commodity. 
A oommodity: Under perfect competition, consumption goods 
are divided into groups; each of these groups is a commodity. 
Within each group there is perfect sub~titutability for consumers 
between any unit of the commodity and any other. 
A factor: Under perfect competition, productive resources may 
also be divided into groups, each group being a factor. Within 
each group ( between units of the same factor) the elasticity of 
substitution 2 is infinitely great. Between the groups ( different 
factors) it is zero. 
1. Definitions drawn from Joan Robinson, The Economics of Imperfect Competition, 
p. 17. 
2. Elasticity of substitution is a measure of the degree of substitution between facton. 
It is formulated in terms of proportional changes and is equal to the relative change in 
the ratio of factors used divided by the relative change in the marginal rate of substitution. 
Marginal rate of substitution between factors is the ratio representing the decrease in one 
factor required to compensate for a one unit increase in another factor while output re-
mains unchanged.-Sidney Weintraub, Price Theory, p. 67. 
Perfect Competition 
It is customary to approach value analysis problems from the 
point of view of perfect competition. George Stigler points to 
perfect competition as the best assumption for purposes of analysis 
because elements of rivalry are quantitatively stronger under con-
ditions of perfect competition than under monopoly or various 
degrees of imperfect competition. He says that there are so many 
types of imperfect competition that each type by itself is less im-
portant than the "more homogeneous" group of competitive in-
dustries. 8 It should be noted that some writers disagree with his 
view. Joan Robinson argues that since the various degrees of 
imperfect competition dominate the real world, competitive theory 
leaves much to be desired as a tool for analysis. Supporting Sraff a, 
she attempts to show that theory based on imperfect competition 
lends itself better to the analysis of problems encountered in the 
real world. She noted, however, that regardless of the approach, 
the total scheme of analysis is composed of the same factors.• 
Since this paper is not primarily concerned with the complica-
tions of the real world, we shall use the assumption of perfect 
competition. 
In brief, the conditions of perfect co:rr,tpetition are: ( 1) There 
are many firms in the industry, each economic unit being so small 
in relation to the market in which it acts that by itself it has no 
influence on the prices of goods it buys or sells. ( 2) All firms 
produce homogeneous products. ( 3) Markets are perfect, free 
from restraint of any kind; prices are free to move up or down; 
resources or factors of production · are mobile; there is free entry 
into the industry. ( 4) Each economic unit ( seller for our pur-
poses) has complete knowledge of conditions in the economy and 
acts rationally upon this knowledge.~ 
Sometimes a distinction is made between "pure" and "perfect" 
competition. The difference in meaning of these two terms is a 
matter of degree. "Perfect competition" may be regarded as a bit 
more precise than "pure competition.'' The assumptions of the 
former include perfect knowledge and perfect resource mobility 
while those of the latter do not.6 
3. George Stigler, The Theory of Competitive Price, p. 23. 
4. Joan Robinson, The Economic• of Imperfect Competition, p. 4. 
5. Kenneth E. Boulding, Economic Analysis, pp. 410-411. Helpful discussion also 
given in Richard H. Leftwich, The PTice System and Re80UTce Allocation, pp. 23-25; George 
Stigler, op. cit., 21-22; and Frank H. Knight, Ritk, Uncertainty and PTofit, pp. 76-79. 
6. M. M. Bober, Intermediate Price and Income Theory, p. 168. 
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Constant and Changing Data 
In addition to assuming conditions of perfect competition, for 
purposes of simplification certain other assumptions are necessary. 
Most of the factors which influence an economic problem are con-
stantly changing. In order to examine and solve the problem, it 
helps to consider these factors as constant. Equilibrium position 
can be better understood if data affecting this position are unchang-
ing-this is referred to as static theory. Among the factors com-
monly considered to be given and constant are: Individual tastes 
and preferences, relative resource relationships, and technology. 
The economic model with which we are working is a stationary orie 
in which the forces of dynamic and historical change are ignored. 7 
Long-Run Equilibrium 
In economics the term equilibrium is used to describe the position 
in which there is no incentive to change. A firm is in equilibrium 
when it cannot better its profits by changing output or methods of 
production; an industry is in equilibrium when a position is reached 
where old firms are not induced to leave the industry and new ones 
are not induced to enter. An equilibrium position is the usual start-
ing point for analysis. From the equilibrium position, conditions 
affecting the position are varied and the effect is traced through to a 
new equilibrium position. 8 
Among the conditions necessary for the establishment of long-run 
equilibrium under the assumptions of perfect competition are: ( 1) 
Each firm operates at the proper output to maximize net profits; ( 2) 
the quantity supplied is equal to the quantity demanded at equi-
librium price; and ( 3) at the equilibrium price, each firm earns only 
the competitive return on investment-there are no pure profits 
above the normal profits included in the calculation of costs.9 
From the point of view of analysis, the chief significance of the 
equilibrium concept is that it offers a basis for prediction of the di-
rection of change when equilibrium is not actually established. Be-
fore a position of static equilibrium has actually been established, 
dynamic changes in the fundamental factors will ordinarily occur 
which will make quantitative changes in the condition of equilib-
7. Stigler, op. cit., p. 25. 
8. Ibid., pp. 26-27. 
9. Stigler, op. cit. , p. 30. 
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rium. "The ordinary economic situation is one of disequilibrium 
moving in the direction of equilibrium rather than a realized equilib-
rium." 10 
Demand 
Since demand and supply are so closely linked in the determina-
tion of price, we must note briefly what we mean by the concept of 
demand. The familiar definition of demand is the quantity of a com-
modity that will be bought at a given price at a given time. The de-
mand curve represents the various prices at which various amounts 
of a commodity will be bought in a market during a given period of 
time. When represented graphically, the market demand curve usu-
ally slopes downward and to the right, indicating that at lower 
prices greater quantities will be sold. The demand curve faced by 
an individual seller, under the assumptions of perfect competition, 
is perfectly elastic (horizontal) at the market price. Each seller's 
output of the homogeneous commodity produced under conditions 
of pedect competition is so small in relation to the industry output 
that he exerts no noticeable influence upon market price. The ad-
justments in industry supply controlled by any single seller cause 
price variations which are so small they may be neglected.11 
Supply 
Supply is the quantity of a commodity that will be offered by sup-
pliers at a given price at a particular time. The supply curve is the 
graphic representation of the various amounts of commodity output 
that will be offered at different prices during a given period. This 
graphic representation is a curve or straight line plotted with the 
horizontal axis on the co-ordinate system representing quantities and 
the vertical axis representing prices. The usual slope of the supply 
curve is upward and to the right, indicating a direct relationship be-
tween price and quantity. At lower prices smaller quantities are of-
fered; at higher prices greater quantities are offered. 
The supply curve is governed by costs which are related to the 
time period, the output of the firm or industry and the price of factors 
which make up the costs of supplying a commodity.12 
As mentioned, for our purposes in studying supply curves, demand 
is regarded as datum. The method of analysis is to start with 
10. Jacob Viner, "Cost Curves and Supply Curves," Zeitschrift fur Nationalokonomie, 
III ( 1932), 29. Reprinted in Readings in Economic Analysis, Vol. II, Prices and Pro-
duction, edited by Richard V. Clemence. 
11. Edward Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition, pp. 16-17. 
12. Bober, op. cit., pp. 158-159. 
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static equilibrium, then observe the effect upon costs, and in turn 
upon the supply curve, which is derived from costs, of a change in 
output. 
Time Periods 
We are to consider the supply curve for the long-run period. This 
has little meaning unless we set forth what we mean by the long-run 
period. Time periods in economic theory are not periods of physical 
time in the usual sense. They are relative periods set up for purposes 
of simplifying analysis. Three such periods may be distinguished: 
(I) The market period or very short run; ( 2) the short-run period; 
and ( 3) the long-run period. These distinctions are based on the 
degree to which suppliers can respond to demand changes during the 
various lengths of time. During the market period supply is fixed; 
a period so short that only an existing stock of commodities already 
produced is available. The short-run period is one long enough so 
that suppliers may vary output by means other than altering the size 
or scale of plant, i. e., output is varied by changing quantities of 
variable factors applied to unchanged quantities of fixed factors. 
The long-run period is an interval of time long enough to permit 
output to be varied by any means desired including changing the 
scale of plant or amount of fixed factors employed in production. In 
the long-run period, all resources are variable.18 
Elasticity 
The concept of elasticity deals with the responsiveness of the 
quantity of a commodity demanded or supplied to a change in price. 
The elasticity of a curve is a geometrical concept; it measures the 
proportional change in the abscissa (quantity) divided by the pro-
portional change in the ordinate (price), at any point on a curve. 
The elasticity of supply is the elasticity of the supply curve. This 
concept is quite important in describing the shape of the supply 
curve. A curve having elasticity of less than one is described as in-
elastic, one having an elasticity of one is said to be of unitary elas-
ticity, and a curve having elasticity of greater than one is described 
as elastic. If elasticity is equal to zero the curve is perfectly inelastic, 
if elasticity is infinity the curve is perfectly elastic.14 
In understanding the concept of elasticity of a curve it is helpful 
to think of a tangent drawn to the curve at the point where the 
13. Bober, op. cit., pp. 125-128. 
14. William J. Baumol and Lester V. Chandler, Economic Processes and Policies, pp. 
610-615. 
1 
elasticity is to be observed and extending to the axis of the graph. 
Unitary elasticity is represented by a tangent, having a slope 
of one. This would be represented by a forty-five degree line 
extending through the origin of the graph. If the tangent cuts 
the Y (price) axis its slope must be greater than one and the curve 
at the point tested is relatively elastic. Similarly, if the tangent 
intersects the X (quantity) axis the slope is less than one and the 
curve at this point is relatively inelastic.16 It follows that perfect 
elasticity is represented by a horizontal line parallel to the X axis 
and perfect inelasticity is represented by a vertical line parallel 
to the Y axis. The elasticity of the long-run supply curve will be 
discussed in more detail later. 
15. Boulding, op. cit., p. 139. 
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II. 
Derivation of the Long-Run Supply Curve 
Short-Run Costs 
IN ANALYSIS a distinction is usually made between short-run and long-run situations. In the short-run period the scale of 
plant is fixed; in the long-run, new firms may enter the industry. 
Short-run supply curves are influenced by short-run costs. There-
fore we shall examine briefly some aspects of short-run cost and 
supply. The short run per unit costs we should mention are average 
cost, average variable cost, average fixed cost and marginal cost. 
The average cost curve consists of average fixed costs and average 
variable costs; it lies above the average variable cost curve by the 
amount of average fixed costs. Short-run marginal costs is the addi-
tional cost of producing an additional unit of output during the 
short-run period. 
Finn Short-Run Supply 
It is assumed that each firm seeks to maximize its profits. Each 
firm can do this by producing an output such that marginal cost 
and marginal revenue are equal. ( Marginal revenue is equal to 
average revenue and these curves coincide with the individual 
demand curve under perfect competition. ) The profit maximizing 
output is thus determined by the intersection of the marginal cost 
curve with the marginal revenue curve at market price. The firm 
will continue to produce as long as market price is high enough 
to cover average variable costs of production. Thus the firm's 
short-run supply curve, a curve representing diHerent quantities 
the firm will offer on the market at different prices, is seen to be 
the part of the short-run marginal cost curve which lies above the 
average variable cost curve.16 
16. Leftwich, op. cit., pp. 172-175. 
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Industry Short-Run Supply 
The short-run supply curve of the industry represents the quanti-
ties of a commodity all firms together will offer at different prices. 
The industry supply schedule is found by adding the various indi-
vidual schedules. The industry short-run supply curve may be 
thought of graphically as the horizontal summation of the indi-
vidual firm short-run supply curves.17 
Long-Run Costs 
Since the long-run supply curve is derived from cost curves a 
brief explanation of the relevant cost curves is in order. It will 
be remembered that the long-run is a period long enough to permit 
each producer to make technological changes in the scale of plant. 
The firm in the long-run may vary output by changing the intensity 
of use of the existing plant, changing the scale of plant, changing 
the number of plants or some combination of these methods. This 
means that there are no fixed costs in the long-run period; all costs 
are variable. It is further assumed that long-run equilibrium will 
be attained through economically optimum methods. In other 
words, each producer or firm will have an optimum scale of 
plant 18 for his long-run output.19 
Long-Run Average Cost Curve 
This curve shows the least possible cost per unit of producing 
various outputs when the firm can build any scale of plant it 
desires. To derive this curve, short-run average cost curves are 
drawn for every scale of plant the firm could conceivably build. 
Then an envelope curve is drawn to these curves. The envelope 
curve is the long-run average cost curve. It represents the least 
possible per unit cost of producing various outputs when the firm 
has adequate time to build any scale of plant.20 
Long-Run Marginal Cost Curve 
The long-run marginal cost curve represents the addition to total 
cost resulting from a one-unit addition to output when the firm 
has time to alter its output by increasing the scale of plant. 
17. Ibid., p. 176. 
18. Optimum scale of plant is that which would yield lowest minimum average costs 
for the firm. 
19. Viner, op. cit., p. 29. 
20. Leftwich, op. cit., pp. 149-151. 
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Cost Relationships 
For a firm to attain the least per unit cost for long-run output, 
the scale of plant must be employed so that the short-run average 
cost curve is tangent to the long-run average cost curve at the 
desired output. At this scale of plant, short-run and long-run mar-
ginal costs will be equal at the output where the average cost curves 
are tangent. 21 
In the long-run equilibrium position, cost relationships may be 
summarized as follows for the individual firm. Each is operating 
with the optimum scale of plant. Price at the equilibrium output 
must equal long-run marginal costs which are equal to long-run 
average costs. 22 This situation is illustrated on the following di-
agram of a firm in long-run equilibrium. 
Price smc 
)me 
lac 
p 
d d 
MR 
0 
X Output 
At equilibrium output X, P =lac= lmc = smc = sac.23 
The Long-Run Supply Curve 
After the supply schedule for an individual firm is calculated and 
the individual short-run supply curve is drawn, the industry short-
run supply curve can be determined by addition. Graphically this 
is a horizontal summation of individual curves. The individual 
furn supply curve coincides with the upper portion of the short-run 
marginal cost curve.24 This method is valid assuming perfectly 
elastic factor supply.25 
To construct the long-run supply curve we must first determine 
the long-run equilibrium positions for an industry under various 
conditions of demand. The long-run supply curve for the industry 
is a curve drawn to connect these points of equilibrium. 
The effect on output of an increase in demand for a commodity 
21. Ibid., p. 159. 
22. Viner, op. cit., p. 29. 
23. Diagram from Leftwich, op. cit., p. 182. 
24. Boulding, op. cit., pp. 434-435. 
25. Leftwich, op. cit., p. 176. 
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X x~ 
The Industry 
Output 
is most easily seen if it is assumed that the costs of all factors used 
in the industry are constant. In other words, the factors are in 
perfectly elastic supply; there are no economies or diseconomies 
of scale. In this case as demand increases price will increase and 
in the short-run firms will increase output to a point where marginal 
cost is equal to the new price. New firms will enter the industry 
because a surplus exists above costs. Price will be driven back 
down as the new firms start producing the commodity. Since we 
assumed that all factors were in elastic supply, the new level of 
average costs will be the same as the old but there will be more 
firms in the industry. Supply price will be constant as output 
increases under constant cost conditions. 26 In this situation the 
long-run supply curve for the industry is a horizontal line at the 
level of minimum average costs of each firm. The situation is repre-
sented graphically below.27 
In the preceding illustration we assume that the initial position 
is one of equilibrium at output X and price P. Demand increases 
to D1; price is increased to P1; existing firms increase output to X1; 
new firms are induced to enter the industry because profits exist 
and the long-run adjustment begins; supply is increased to S1; price 
falls back to P; costs have not changed and each firm produces the 
same output as in the initial position-industry output is increased 
because there are more firms producing. The long-run supply 
curve, LS, which connects the old and new equilibrium points is 
seen to be horizontal. 
In the process just illustrated, the industry has returned to a 
position of stable equilibrium under conditions of constant costs. 
For each firm, marginal revenue is equal to marginal cost and both 
are equal to price. Price equals average cost for the industry and 
both marginal and average costs for each separate firm. 
Now we can see how the long-run supply curve is derived. It 
joins the points of long-run equilibrium for the industry, indicating 
industry outputs at different prices when there is time to alter scale 
of plant and for firms to enter or leave the industry. The curve 
may also be noted as the summation of the minimum points of all 
individual long-run average cost curves. This will become more 
apparent when increasing and decreasing costs are considered. 
Price tends to equal per unit costs because of the nature of the long-
run equilibrium situation-there are neither substantial profits or 
losses. It has been shown that the long-run supply curve and the 
average cost curves approximately coincide.28 
26. Joe S. Bain, Pricing, Distribution, and Employment, p. 145. 
27. Leftwich, op. cit., p . 186. 
28. Baumol and Chandler, op. cit., p. 621. 
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Ill. 
The Effect of Cost Variations 
Upon the Long-Run Supply Curve 
WE ARE now nearing the heart of the problem we set out to examine. Usually when output is expanded or contracted 
in an industry the costs of production are affected. Costs of factors 
may increase or decrease as an industry expands. The costs of some 
factors may go up while the costs of other factors used in production 
of the same commodity remain constant or go down. It is largely 
the behavior of these costs as output changes that influences the 
shape of the long-run supply curve. Let us drop the assumption 
of perfectly elastic factor supply used in the constant cost illus-
tration. When a factor is not elastic in supply, additional employ-
ment of the factor will probably increase its price. As some factor 
prices rise, some technical reorganization may take place which will 
tend to lower the prices of other factors. The net effect is that 
supply price may be either rising or falling.29 
To illustrate the effects of increasing and decreasing costs upon 
the supply curve, we begin with a simplified illustration of each. 
Then we will proceed to a more detailed examination. The illustra-
tions employ the same approach as the constant cost illustration. 
Equilibrium is assumed; then an increased demand is assumed; 
changes take place in costs, price, and short-run supply which we 
can follow through to the re-establishment of equilibrium and the 
derivation of the long-run supply curve. 
29. Joan Robinson, The Economics of Imperfect Com.petition, p. 128. 
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Increasing Costs 
From the equilibrium position where price is P at output X, de-
mand increases to D1 ; price rises to P1; existing firms increase output 
to X1-there are surplus profits; new firms are induced to enter the 
industry; output in the industry is increased to X2 and short-run 
supply increases-indicated by shifting the supply curve to S1 ; costs 
are increased by the entry of new firms bidding for factors; after 
the cost curves shift, each firm is producing less at X2 but industry 
output is increased because there are more firms. The long-run 
supply curve is drawn and is noted to be upward sloping; rising 
supply price.30 
The direction in which cost curves shift upward depends upon 
relative changes in factor prices. The firm still seeks to operate 
with the optimum resource combination and to do this it may be 
necessary to change the scale of plant-if so, the curves will shift 
to the right or left as well as upward. If the prices of all factors 
were increased by the same proportional price, the least cost combi-
nation would be unchanged and the curves would shift straight 
upward.31 
Decreasing Costs 
Assume an industry in equilibrium with output X being produced 
at price P. Demand is assumed to increase to D1 ; as in the previous 
case, short-run price rises to P1 and output is increased to X1 ; the 
profits existing attract new firms who enter and increase short-run 
supply to S1 ; factor prices decrease causing the cost curves to shift 
downward so that the new equilibrium position is established at out-
put X2 and price P2 • The long-run supply curve is drawn in and is 
seen to be downward sloping; falling supply price.82 
Cases such as this are rare. If such a case with external economies 
does appear, the explanation is probably in improved technical 
aspects of factor supply-better transportation, new processes dis-
covered, etc. Of the three general types of cost behavior and supply 
curve shape discussed thus far, the case of increasing costs and 
rising supply price is held to be most common. 
30. Leftwich, op. cit., p. 183. 
31. Ibid., p. 185. 
32. Leftwich, op. cit., p. 187. 
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IV. 
In-fl,uences Affecting the Supply Curve 
Through Cost Variations 
Economies and Diseconomies of Large Scale Production 
UNDER the general headings of economies ~nd diseconomies are grouped some of the more obvious causes of increasing 
and decreasing costs. As output is increased, the economies and 
diseconomies of scale interact and the effect upon costs is a net 
effect of this interaction. 
Long-run internal economies of scale are so termed because they 
are independent of the market. They depend mainly upon ad-
justing the scale of plant to the appropriate level for the desired 
output. They may occur for one firm while its output is increasing 
during a period when output for the industry as a whole is de-
clining. Economies may be either technological or pecuniary. 
Examples of technological internal economies are savings in labor, 
materials, or equipment; better organization or techniques made 
possible by larger scale production. Examples of internal pecuniary 
economies are advantages in buying for larger scale production-
such as quantity discounts. Net internal diseconomies may occur 
where an increase in the scale of plant would involve less efficient 
operation and higher unit costs. This case may be of little im-
portance because if such diseconomies were great, the number 
of plants could be increased instead of expanding the size of existing 
plants. 
External economies and diseconomies of large scale production 
differ from the internal ones in that the individual firm has no 
control over them. External economies and diseconomies depend 
upon changes in output of the industry as a whole. VVhen external 
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economies are realized it is usually because of industry expansion 
through an increase in the number of firms. Examples of technolog-
ical external economies are better organization of factor markets 
supplying the industry and improved technology in factor pro-
duction. An example of pecuniary external economies is the lower-
ing of factor prices because of increased requirements of the 
industry as a whole-bringing about greatly increased output of 
the factor and driving its price down. Pecuniary external dis-
economies tend to result when an industry expands output because 
the purchase of larger amounts of factors will tend to drive the 
factor prices upward. 83 
Relative Amounts and Prices of Factors Used in an Industry 
In examining the problem of how supply reacts to changes in 
demand, Joan Robinson attaches a great deal of importance to the 
relative proportions of factors employed in the industry experiencing 
an increase of demand.34 When demand shifts from commodities 
in general to one commodity, certain factors are released and made 
available for employment in the industry in which demand has 
increased. The problem is what factors of production increase in 
supply and in what proportions. This must be determined if we 
are to discover how the long-run supply curve will be affected. 
Suppose demand is transferred from commodities in general to 
one commodity. Assume full employment, perfect competition, 
no economies of large scale production and full long-run equilibrium. 
The relative prices of factors will probably be changed as output 
is altered in response to a demand shift because the production of 
the commodity in question will require factors in different propor-
tions than they are employed on the average in all industries. The 
result is an increase in demand for the factors the increased demand 
industry employs in greater than average proportions and a decline 
in demand for the factors the industry employs in less than average 
proportions. 
The price of the factors the industry experiencing increased de-
mand uses most will rise, prices of those factors it does not use fall 
in price. This means that supply price in the industry where de-
mand has increased rises. Supply price of all other commodities 
falls with each commodity sharing a very small amount of this 
drop. Following this reasoning, Mrs. Robinson concludes that 
33. Viner, op. cit., pp. 35-40. 
34. Joan Robinson, "Rising Supply Price," Readings in Price TheOTy, p. 234. 
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. for any commodity considered separately there is nsmg 
supply price because an increase in the output of any commodity 
turns relative factor prices against itself." 85 
The strength of the tendency for supply price to rise with in-
creased demand for a commodity depends upon four general fac-
tors.86 
These factors are: 
1. The larger the proportion of all factors used in the increasing demand 
industry, the greater will be the effect upon r.elative factor prices when output 
is increased. There is more likely to be rising supply price for a large broadly 
defined industry than for a small narrowly defined one. 
2. The further the industry varies from the average in its employment of 
factors, the more supply price will rise. If rare factors are employed the 
factor selection of the industry is not average. 
3. The more specialized and rigid technical conditions of production-the 
lower the elasticity of substitution between factors-the greater will be the 
change in factor prices as output expands. On the other hand, if elasticity of 
substitution between factors is high, an industry can substitute factors more 
favorably priced as it expands and thereby check relative supply p.rice changes. 
Probably the greatest single influence upon rising supply price is unaverage 
selection of factors and/or low elasticity of factor substitution. A large in-
dustry using factors in average proportions or being able to substitute factors 
may exp.erience a small rise in supply price as demand increases, but a small 
industry with unusual, specialized factor requirements may be faced with 
sharply rising supply price. 
4. The final influence governing the tendency toward rising supply price is 
the elasticity of total factor supply. The less elastic the total supplies of fac-
tors required by an expanding industry, the greater will be the rise in supply 
price. 
The foregoing has assumed that factor supplies in the economy 
were fixed. If this assumption is dropped, the supply of a factor 
may vary in response to its price. The tendency toward rising 
supply price will remain but it will be less strong than if the factors 
were fixed in supply. The factors tend to contract and expand in 
response to supply price variation. Example: Skilled machine 
operators might increase in supply as the supply price for this factor 
rises. As the wage rises more people are trained for the job, as it 
falls they seek other employment. 
It is not likely in application that increased demand will call the 
factors needed in one industry away from all other industries in 
general. The factors will probably come from a few industries in 
unequal proportions. Thus, in order to predict accurately the effect 
upon supply price it would be necessary to know exactly in what 
proportions the factor is employed in every industry affected. 
35. Joan Robinson, "Rising Supply Price," p. 237. 
36. Ibid., pp. 237-239. 
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Along the lines of this analysis we might add a note on falling 
supply price. Economies of scale are not the only possible causes 
of a decreasing shift in supply price. If the factors an industry 
increases in use are perfectly elastic in supply while factors it de-
creases in use are inelastic in supply, it is conceivable that as output 
is expanded some factor prices might fall. If the factor of fall-
ing price overbalanced the factors of rising price the net effect 
would be falling supply price. If a situation like this could occur 
it would work best in a large industry. The larger the industry, the 
greater is the effect of its output in altering factor supplies in its 
own favor. 
Elasticity 
We have been discussing increases and decreases in the short-run 
supply curve brought about by shifts in the entire curve. We tum 
our attention now to the elasticity of the supply curve. The elas-
ticity of supply depends upon the slope of the marginal cost curve 
and the differences in minimum average costs to various firms in the 
industry. 37 
The supply curve will be more elastic if an increase in the output 
of an individual firm produces a relatively small increase in marginal 
cost of production to the firm. If the marginal cost curve is steeply 
sloped, the slope of the supply curve will be steep. The curve will 
be elastic if a small increase in price makes it easy for a large num-
ber of firms to enter the industry. In other words, the ease with 
which a firm can expand output, and the ease with which firms may 
enter the industry affect and are reflected in the shape of the cost 
curves. 
A gently sloping marginal cost curve indicates that existing firms 
can expand output without much increase in marginal cost. This 
tends to make the supply curve elastic. The same is true if new 
firms can come and go easily in the industry. Supply will not be 
nearly as responsive to changes in price if firms cannot increase out-
put easily ( steep marginal cost curve) or if it is difficult to enter 
the industry.38 
If conditions are right, there are certain ranges over which supply 
will be perfectly elastic or inelastic. The supply will be perfectly 
elastic if existing firms can expand without any rise in marginal 
cost or if there are a number of firms operating so as their minimum 
average cost is equal to price-i. e., small price changes will bring 
37. Boulding, op. cit., p. 439. 
38. Ibid., p. 436. 
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firms into and out of the industry quickly and easily. Perfect 
inelasticity will occur where existing firms are producing at maxi-
mum capacity and if conditions in the industry are such that new 
firms cannot enter. Some of the original assumptions of perfect 
competition are, of course, dropped here. 
The mobility of the factors of production affects the elasticity 
of supply also. The more mobile the factors the more elastic will 
be supply. The more difficult it is to transfer a factor from one 
employment to another, the more inelastic will be the supply of 
the resource and in turn the supply of the product of the industry 
employing the immobile factors.39 
The influences being discussed here are not limited to the short-
run period. They are included because the behavior of short-run 
curves is reflected in the long-run curves derived from them. The 
elasticity of most supply curves is affected by the length of the time 
period under consideration. The longer the period of time the 
more elastic the supply curve. This is due to the fact that over 
longer periods of time the difficulties which tend to raise factor 
costs can be overcome and adjustments made to make supply more 
responsive to price. The long-run supply curve then is generally 
more elastic than the short-run curves·. ( See diagram page 15.) 
The state of the firm in regard to the direction of output changes 
may also be reflected in the elasticity of the supply curve. It has 
been shown that there is a relationship in contraction and expansion 
of output that tends to affect the supply curve slope differently.40 
If a certain increase in industry demand during a period of time 
causes a specific increase in supply it does not necessarily follow 
that an equal decrease in demand and price during a similar period 
of time would cause supply to decrease by the same amount. Here 
we are saying that supply curves are not necessarily reversible. 
The reason for this is that it is not equally easy to get into and out 
of an industry. A rise in demand may cause rapid expansion of 
an industry but once the firms are in the industry and demand falls 
it may take the industry a longer period of time to contract. The 
general tendency is for the supply curve to be more elastic under 
conditions of increasing demand and industry expansion. This is 
in the case of short-run supply curves. However, we have seen 
how the nature of short-run adjustments helps determine the shape 
of the long-run curve. Graphically the shape of the short-run 
curves determines intersections with demand curves which in turn 
39. Boulding, op. cit., p. 238. 
40. Boulding, op. cit., p. 439. 
will describe the shape of the long-run curve. Under the assump-
tions of perfect competition, the long-run curve is considered to be 
reversible. However, if "all other conditions" of this assumption 
are not constant ( and it is likely that they are not) the long-run 
supply curve may behave differently; it might be irreversible. 
If the costs of all firms are very nearly the same, supply will be 
more elastic. If there is great difference in the costs of production 
for various firms the supply will be more inelastic. This, again, 
is related to the .ease with which output can be expanded and 
contracted-the ease with which firms may enter and leave an 
industry. The shape of the supply curve is thus a reflection of the 
ease with which output can be expanded.41 
Ricardian Rent Related to the Supply Curve 
The cost differences just discussed call our attention to the fact 
that some firms receive more than the minimum amount necessary 
to keep them supplying. This means that when price is high enough 
to keep high cost firms in operation, an excess of revenue over the 
average cost level goes to the low cost firms. They receive economic 
rent. This is because supply price is calculated at the margin. The 
high cost marginal firm does not receive economic rent but since 
costs are calculated upon the costs of the factors to such a firm 
( marginal cost equals price for such a firm) economic rent accrues 
to firms operating within the margin-intra-marginal firms. The 
elasticity of supply of a commodity is affected in this situation by 
the elasticity of supply of the scarce factor ( the rate at which the 
cost of a marginal unit rises as more of a factor is employed) and 
by the elasticity of substitution which measures the possibility of 
substituting factors and using less of a scarce factor as its cost rises.42 
For all firms marginal cost must be equal to price, but only for 
marginal firms will average cost be equal to price. Rent makes up 
the difference between the price and the cost of producing a unit of 
a commodity with the aid of intra-marginal units of factors. This 
might seem to present complications since we have associated the 
long-run supply curve with average cost. However, the supply 
price is equal to average costs including rent. 
In the past there has been a great deal of controversy about the 
treatment of Ricardian rent on intra-marginal units of factors in de-
riving cost and supply curves. The conflict probably originated 
from the idea that land is a gift of nature and that there is something 
41. Boulding, op. cit., p. 439. 
42. Joan Robinson, The Economic8 of Imperfect Competition, p. 125. 
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unjust about rent. This line of thinking can, when extended to all 
factors in an industry, lead to complications. The controversy to 
which we have reference is that developing around the Marshall-
Pigou proposals of taxes upon industries of diminishing returns and 
bounties to those of increasing returns. 48 
It is of interest to examine the reasoning. Pigou originally thought 
that output under competitive conditions of diminishing returns and 
rising transfer costs-external diseconomies-tended to be excessive 
because total increase in rent was not included in cost. 
In the following graph, the intersection of D and S1 at C represents 
competitive equilibrium. The D-S2 intersection at I represents so-
cially ideal output and price. The S2 curve, favored by Pigou, adds 
aggregate increases to intramarginal units at all outputs-rent. The 
proposal was to levy a tax on the industry, raising price and reduc-
ing output to I. Output could thus be held at a socially desirable 
level.44 
Price 
D o..,. _________________ _ 
Output 
It was finally decided that rent in this sense is not a social cost and 
that there was no divergence between ideal and competitive outputs. 
The relevant cost function after the controversy was marginal cost 
in the sense of costs of the marginal output unit, or average cost in-
cluding average rent NOT marginal cost including total increment 
to rent.45 
Others have developed further arguments upon this same point. 
Joan Robinson, following G. F. Shove ( article on "Varying Costs 
and Marginal Net Products," Economic Journal, June, 1928) de-
veloped and introduced an explanation of four cost curves which 
she uses to show that diminishing returns or rising transfer costs do 
43. Howard S. Ellis and William Fellner, "External Economies and Diseconomies," 
The American Economic Reclew, XX.XIII ( 1943 ), pp. 493-511. Reprinted in Boulding 
and Stigler, op. cit., pp. 242-263. 
44. Ibid., p. 243. 
45. Ellis and Fellner, op. cit ., p. 253. 
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not result in a divergence of social and competitive costs.46 It is 
demonstrated that as cost rises because of diminishing returns, the 
higher cost to society is completely exhausted by the price covering 
increment to costs on marginal units. Therefore, increases to rent 
on intramarginal units should not enter into competitive supply 
prices.47 
The argument for bounties to industries of decreasing costs is 
similar to the one for a tax on increasing cost industries. If an in-
dustry had permanent, irreversible economies of scale, it was held 
to be socially desirable to increase output and lower price by subsi-
dizing the industry for a time. It was believed when the subsidy 
was removed output would drop and price would rise but it would 
still be lower than the original competitive level. The argument is 
subject to the same criticism as the preceding one: No real diver-
gence of socially ideal and competitive situations.48 
Taxes 
Since the subject of influencing supply through taxation has 
been mentioned, let us examine more closely the reaction of the 
supply curve under taxation. For illustration we shall consider 
the effect of a special tax, a tax levied on only one industry, thus 
industry adjustments can take place through migration of firms out 
of the taxed industry. A general tax presents analysis difficulties 
because adjustment is more complicated and it is more difficult to 
determine the final effect upon costs. 
Suppose that a tax is a specific one on a single commodity; a 
certain amount must be paid on each unit of output regardless of 
price. The tax increases the cost of the firms producing the taxed 
commodity. The cost curves shift upward and the profitable output 
at a higher price is less than before the tax. Since the rising costs 
caused by a tax make it unprofitable to produce as large an output 
as before, supply will fall-assuming demand does not change. A 
subsidy has an opposite effect on costs and supply.49 
An ad valorem tax-one consisting of a proportional amount of 
commodity price-will have a slightly different effect upon the 
supply curve. As in the previous case, supply will decrease, but 
the new curve will slope a bit more steeply because, since the tax 
is proportional, increases to costs will be greater at greater outputs.50 
46. Joan Robinson, Economic, of Imperfect Competition, Chap. 10. 
47. Ibid., p. 140. 
48. Ellis and Fellner, op. cit., p. 261. 
49. Baumol and Chandler, op. cit., p. 641. 
50. Boulding, op. cit., pp. 156-157. 
The long-run incidence of a tax which increases costs depends 
mostly upon the cost pattern of an industry. The general effect is 
the same as that of industry adjustment where firms leave an industry 
as a result of cost increases. · In a constant cost industry the exit 
of firms will not alter cost curves and the new equilibrium will be 
established with price rising by the full amount of the tax. In the 
more common case of increasing cost industries, cost curves will 
fall when firms leave the industry. Average cost exclusive of the 
tax would normally fall in this situation; therefore average costs 
including the tax also fall. This means that in the new equilibrium 
position supply has decreased some and price has risen some--but 
by less than the full amount of the tax. 51 
The elasticity of the supply and demand curves determine the 
effect of a tax upon output and the degree to which the tax can be 
shifted in the price of the commodity. The more inelastic these 
curves the less will be the effect upon output. 52 A tax on an industry 
with inelastic curves will cause less factor dislocation and less dis-
ruption in the economy as a whole because only a small contraction 
of the industry is necessary to meet the new situation caused by 
the tax.53 
As for shifting ( assuming the supply curve is upward sloping 
under conditions of perfect competition with constant demand) the 
more elastic the supply curve, the greater the proportion of the tax 
that will be shifted. This situation is greatly influenced by the slope 
of the demand curve, of course. The more inelastic the demand 
curve the greater will be the shifting of the tax. Stated differently, 
we can say that the more inelastic the supply curve the greater the 
proportion of the tax burden the factors involved in the production 
of the commodity must bear.54 These relationships should be 
apparent from the fundamental relationships of changes in supply 
brought about by changes in the cost situation-reference to a 
diagram such as that on page 15 may be helpful in visualizing the 
effects. 
51. Harold M. Groves, Fmancing Govemment, p. 113. 
52. Boulding, op. cit., p. 155. 
53. Groves, op. cit., p. 118. 
54. Groves, op. cit., p. 118. 
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V. 
Conclusion 
IT HAS been the purpose of this paper to examine some of the factors affecting long-run supply and the shape of the long-run 
supply curve. The discussion has been general and rather limited. 
We have no means of observing a specific change in the supply curve 
except to approach the problem with certain conditions given. As-
sumptions have to be made and, as pointed out earlier, for every 
possible assumption there are different final results. Consequently, 
our subject is far from exhausted in this paper. Only a few cases 
have been examined to show some of the general tendencies of 
long-run supply curve behavior. 
The discussion has been theoretical; the situations described are 
not likely to occur in the real world. It is admitted that the ab-
straction is used to simplify the problems by eliminating innumer-
able forces and counterforces which would render accurate analysis 
utterly impossible. This being the case, one might ask if we have 
not wasted our time with this sort of approach. Lest anyone should 
become convinced of this we add a word concerning the place of 
abstract theory in economics. Economic theory is not meant for 
unqualified application to the real world. Rather, it is a tool. 
Through abstraction, the activities of economic units can be de-
scribed more clearly; they can be observed more precisely. Thus 
important relationships and tendencies may be discovered which 
approximate the behavior of economic units in the real world. These 
relationships and tendencies are then a guide to policy formulation 
in the real world. Here lies the value of this kind of study. 
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